Turning For Furniture Makers: Between the Centers
With Alan Lacer
July 22-26, 2019
Hand tools and accessories requirement:
1) Roughing gouge (any size, but I prefer larger ones such as 1 ¼” to 1 ¾”)
2) Parting tool (regular 3/16” to 1/4” in a rectangular or diamond profile, but the
rectangular is my first choice)
3) Skew chisel (non-oval type, 1/2” or 5/8” wide & a larger one of between 1” & 1 1/2”)
4) Spindle/detail gouge (3/8” gouge, optional 1/2” version)
5) Bowl gouge from a 1/2” or 5/8” round rod for the seat of the stool we will be turning
6) Outside spring type calipers with threaded nut (not just a slip joint). Obtain a size
that will go up to at least 3”—you might even want to bring 2 or 3 pairs to save
time changing sizes when duplicating. EBAY is a good source of quality used
calipers.
7) Slipstone (diamond or boron in 500 or 600 grit). Another option is a flat diamond
hone plus a round diamond hone. I will bring these if you can’t find before class.
8) Eye protection: safety glasses/goggles or full face shield but either need to be rated
to an ANSI standard of Z87 + (Sometimes listed as Z87.1, but the “+” is
necessary for impact rating). The school has these available to purchase.
Optional: Bring any other tools that you wish to develop your knowledge and skill that
might relate to this style of turning.
SUPPLIERS OF TOOLS AND WOODTURNING ACCESSORIES:
I will have all of the standard turning tools listed above for sale before, during and after
the class. I am the only supplier of diamond slip stones and will have some to loan
during the class for those on a tight budget.
Craft Supplies www.woodturnerscatalog.com and
Packard Woodworks www.packardwoodworks.com
are also quality suppliers of woodturning tools.
The Marc Adams School will have a few turning tools for your borrow—but most
participants wish to learn with the tools they will be using following the class. Please,
please call, email, or write if you have any questions regarding the course—I want you
to have a very successful week.
Alan Lacer
299 Plainview Dr.
River Falls, WI 54022
Tel: 651 307 9059
Email: alan@alanlacer.com
Web site: www.alanlacer.com

